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LESSON 6: October 28 - Nov 4
Vocabulary added to our WIki: Lists, Insert into a list, Replace an item of a list, Item,
Length of list, Contains, Add to a list, Delete from a list, Show list, Hide list
Hello everyone,
We are going to learn about LISTS this week and then use Scratch to write poetry!
I am very excited to teach you this lesson -- based on something I did in 1973-74
when I was young and started teaching programming at a Virginia independent
school.
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Team 1 - Bridgid and Zhanna (FL and NY)
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An Intro to LISTS
Let us continue to work with words and stay away from numbers and graphics this
week. The programming structure called LISTS is an essential part of SCRATCH
and other serious computer languages.
A LIST is a bunch of items in sequence, numbered as ITEM 1, ITEM 2, or ITEM 3,
perhaps we can say "an array of variables" or a "list of variables."
Yes, a LIST is a term from Computer Science. Here is a techie excerpt from
Wikipedia:
In computer science, a list or sequence is an abstract data type that implements a finite ordered
collection of values, where the same value may occur more than once. An instance of a list is a
computer representation of the mathematical concept of a finite sequence; the (potentially) infinite
analog of a list is a stream. Lists are a basic example of containers, as they contain other values.
Each instance of a value in the list is usually called an item, entry, or element of the list; if the same
value occurs multiple times, each occurrence is considered a distinct item. Lists are distinguished
from arrays in that lists only allow sequential access, while arrays allow random access.
SOURCE: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_(abstract_data_type)	
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Here is the 7 minute starter video for LISTS. You can watch it before you read this
PDF or after or both. By now, you have your style of learning and preference.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4XbuJinwFk&feature=youtu.be
When in Scratch, I go to ADD A LIST under DATA and make a list called PREP,
I get all of these commands added

Let's make sense of each of them above.
lets you add a word to the LIST called PREP. If PREP has
nothing then the word you have here (e.g. "thing") would become item 1 of PREP. If
PREP has 5 items, then this word becomes the 6th item.

lets you remove any item from the list. If you click the
triangle, you can also DELETE ALL.
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lets you add an item to the list. But it doesn't go at the
end (like the ADD command). Instead, it is inserted and everything from that item on
is bumped up one.
should be self-explanatory. A word is replaced
with another word. I wonder if we could use this command to alphabetize a list. What
if go through the list and each time item X is out of alphabetical order with item X+1
then we switch them. Hmm, sounds like a challenge to me!
This is very important and we will use it frequently. You can
use it to move this item into a standard variable. Or you can put the RANDOM
command into the white box. Or you can use this command in IF/THEN logic.
This is most appreciated since we can set up a REPEAT loop
with a counter (e.g. C) and have the computer go from C=1 to C=LENGTH. By
length, we mean "how many items in the list."
This is also appreciated since it allows us to check if
something is on the list. For example, let us say we have a LIST of the students in
your class. You could ask the user for her/his name and instantly respond with
verification that this is a member of the class or not.
Okay, I hope you are ready for our exciting attempt to write computer poetry!
Please note that this is the ONLY required HW for this week. I have added several
optional problems for those of you who like extra challenges, but because of the
PROJECT (idea due today 10/28 today and entire thing done by 11/18) and TEAM
ACTIVITY (due 11/11) I want to limit other required work.
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To create a list of Prepositional Phrases, I have several choices for you.
Plan A: You can click the + sign at the bottom left of the Prep list. Now you can type
each word into the list. Nothing easier than direct typing or editing!
Or Plan B: You can right mouse click on the gray Prep List box and import a text file
that was saved from a word processor. Clearly, this is useful if you have a class list
already created on a WP or SS document. Here are steps for Plan B:
Step 1: you go to Microsoft Word or whatever word processor you use and you type
these words into a blank document,
Next to
Beyond
Beside
Above
Below
Within
Step 2: you can then choose SAVE AS and change the FILE FORMAT to be PLAIN
TEXT

	
  

	
  	
  

	
  

Step 3: you now can IMPORT this file into your LIST by right mouse clicking on the
gray area of the list.
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Plan C: You can create this program which puts the words into the LIST.

Whether by Plan A, B or C, we get the LIST that appears in the Scratch window that
looks like this

This is a LIST. It has a LENGTH of 6. Please note that LENGTH is a formal Scratch
word. Each word is numbered and so we can refer to ITEM 3 or ITEM 5 of the LIST
called PREP. A list is also called an ARRAY in computer languages.
This random command would allow us to pick a random preposition.
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Got it? So if we take a famous poem such as one of these by Matsuo Basho
Next to misty stars
Forests of visions unfold
Next to the white fields
Beyond paper walls
Voices of geishas whisper
About the bright moon
Beside immense seas
Valleys of absence wander
Next to the true hills
Beyond ghostly moons
Faces of silence whisper
Within the cold storm
we can have the computer pick a CHOSEN preposition, then a random ADJECTIVE
and then a random PLURAL NOUN
Using our JOIN command, we can have the computer generate the first line of a
poem with this kind of command.

REQUIRED HW 6.1
Your assignment is to make the computer write this type of structured random poetry
using LISTS, the JOIN command and the RANDOM command. Believe it or not,
when I started teaching computer programming in the 1970s, I had one of my high
school students who did a great job with this exact program then write an article for a
national student magazine. Sorry for the quality of the graphic on the next page
which was scanned many years ago, but I don't have the original anymore.
VARIATION: If you do not have time to do the 3 line haiku, I am fine if you program
just the first line and get that to work.
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Here is the pattern to make it easier for you. If you want to use a different haiku as a
template, that is also fine and would be quite exciting!
You can google "famous haiku" and get many hits and ideas.
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I am using ADJ2 for a two syllable adjective and ADJ1 for a one syllable adjective.
PREP ADJ2 NOUN
NOUN of NOUN VERB
PREP the ADJ1 NOUN
PREP
Next to
Beyond
Beside
Above (you can make up more)
ADJ2
misty
paper
immense
ghostly (you can make up more
ADJ1
white
bright
true
cold (you can make up more
NOUN
stars
walls
seas
moons
fields (you may want a SECOND NOUN or you can just use one)
Good luck -- I look forward to seeing your random poetry!
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Second topic which is a follow up from Lesson 5. Here is a hard optional challenge.
Please ignore any mistake in the video about if it says anything other than 6.2.
HW 6.2 OPTIONAL AND A SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT CHALLENGE
A 1 minute video demonstration 6.2 (not the solution) http://youtu.be/NGsYVv_KMvU
Allow the user to enter a word. The computer then takes the word apart, stating each
letter one at a time in reverse order. So if the user types SCRATCH, the computer
shows an "H" then a second later a "C", then a second later an "T" and so on.
A 3 minute video of hints for 6.2 without giving it away
http://youtu.be/3RYrnBvK5pk
• Spoiler Alert, a 6 minute solution video for 6.2 http://youtu.be/aiJTJVvfiBA
SOLUTION for 6.2 INTENTIONALLY UPSIDE DOWN
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Here is a less difficult challenge.
HW 6.3 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE Create a list called STUDENTS that contain 5 or
more kids that you teach. Write a program that will randomly pick one of the
students.
If you are feeling shaky about LISTS and want more instruction rather than a
challenge then watch this video where I do this program and teach you more.
You can always try to do it yourself 24 hours later which is a good learning thing to
do. You can also see this program from my library, assuming the system is working.
8 minute video that shows the solution and teaches you more about lists:
http://youtu.be/TA3L_YG8gLc
And a more difficult one
HW 6.4 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE Modify the program above so that it results in a
random sequence of the students each time you run the program as if the students
are going to a museum and this is the sequence of who leaves first then second and
so on. One quirky challenge is that your program should be able to run repeatedly
i.e. you don't want the list to disappear or have to be re-entered each time the
program is run. So pretend the kids are going to the museum every day and your
program will be run each morning to generate the random sequence.
If you are feeling shaky about LISTS and want more instruction rather than a
challenge then watch this video where I do this program and teach you more.
You can always try to do it yourself 24 hours later which is a good learning thing to
do. You can also see this program from my library, assuming the system is working.
8 minute video that teaches and shows the solution
http://youtu.be/rtjqHL7veJ0
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HW 6.5 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE IN HOPSCOTCH
Use Hopscotch with 3 Sprites to recreate this scenario:
The Monkey Sprite draws 36 spokes of a wheel (36 x 10 = 360 degrees)
The Octopus Sprite draws a wall of solid paint, row by row.
The Text Sprite displays a title (with your name perhaps)
This video is 90 seconds and describes the challenge: youtu.be/uF7LxRl-TdY
This video is 3 minutes and provides the solution: youtu.be/TVdDO4-zoVk
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Assignment 6A: Read this handout
Assignment 6B: Watch the videos highlighted in yellow in this PDF (also posted on
summercore.com/videos for redundancy)
Assignment 6C: Schedule a 30 minute phone call or skype with me (optional)
Assignment 6D: Please continue to contribute several entries to our WIKI which is
located at the tinyurl.com/sconlinec webpage
Assignments 5E: HW Summary
HW 6.1 Use the stated procedure with several LISTS to write random haiku. If you
have limited time, then just do the first line of Matsuo Basho's poem. If you want to
be especially creative and innovate, then find a different haiku to use as the base.
HW 6.2 OPTIONAL (Harder) Allow the user to enter a word. The computer then
takes the word apart, stating each letter one at a time in reverse order. So if the
user types SCRATCH, the computer shows an "H" then a second later a "C", then a
second later an "T" and so on.
HW 6.3 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE Create a list called STUDENTS that contain 5 or
more kids that you teach. Write a program that will randomly pick one of the
students.
HW 6.4 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE Modify the program above so that it results in a
random sequence of the students each time you run the program
HW 6.5 OPTIONAL CHALLENGE IN HOPSCOTCH
LONG RANGE OVER MULTIPLE WEEKS
HW due Oct 28th (today) Enter onto our WIKI a short description of the Columbus
Day New World project or activity that you are planning.
HW 8.1 due Nov 11th The assignment is to work with your partner(s) and jointly write
a paragraph or two on our WIKI about one of the featured projects that you found
intriguing
HW 9.1 due Nov 18th The Columbus Day New World project is done and you have
shared in a paragraph or two on our WIKI how it went.
Have a good week!
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